Assistant Director
Liana Kallivoka 102624

Administrative Specialist
Vacant 102531

Program Manager II
Meredith Gauthier 117298

PARK PLANNING
1
Ricardo Soliz 102423
(See Chart C)

PARK DEVELOPMENT LANDSCAPE
1
Rey Hernandez 102426
(See Chart D – D.1)

PARK DEVELOPMENT BUILDINGS
1
Vacant 107606
(See Chart E)

ASSET MANAGEMENT
1
Steven Linett 102427
(See Chart F)

OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE
1
Charles Vaclavik 102467
(See Chart G – G.14)
CHART E
PARK DEVELOPMENT
Project Management/Buildings
AD Liana Kallivoka
PM Supervisor Vacant

Project Management Supervisor
Vacant 107606

- Project Manager
  - George Maldonado 102701
    - Project Coordinator
      - Mike Jones 113194
    - Project Coordinator
      - Christina Bies 113777
    - Project Coordinator
      - Diane Steinbrueck 117104
  - Kevin Johnson 113317
    - Project Coordinator
      - Ellen Colfax 117311
  - James Clark 113229
    - Project Coordinator
      - Lana Denkeler 117116
- Engineer B
  - James Clark 113229
  - Project Coordinator
    - Lisa Storer 117284
  - Vacant 117115
- Project Manager
  - Lisa Storer 117284
    - Program Coordinator
      - Sarah Marshall 117310
    - Marketing Representative A
      - Cynthia Jefferies 117326
- Project Coordinator
  - Ellen Colfax 117311
  - Project Coordinator
    - Lana Denkeler 117116
  - Engineering Technician C
    - Vacant 117115
Facilities Process Manager
1
Joe Diaz 106747

SOUTH DISTRICT
Parks Grounds Manager
1
Jimmy Cone 102541

South Mowing
General Maint Supervisor II
1
Wes Bickham 102458

South Maintenance
General Maint Supervisor II
1
John Paul Estrada 102696

Zilker Park
General Maint Supervisor II
1
Anthony Savage 102508

South Daily Service
General Maint Supervisor II
1
Manuel Soza 113176

TURF
Turf Maintenance Coordinator
1
Juan Bustillos 102695

NORTH DISTRICT
Parks Grounds Manager
1
Kenri Thompson 102464

North Maintenance
General Maint Supervisor II
1
Darrell Dawson 102608

North Mowing
General Maint Supervisor II
1
Mike Higgins 110161

Lakes Daily Service
General Maint Supervisor II
1
Anthony Moore 102504

Athletics
General Maint Supervisor II
1
Brian Piper 102909

North Daily Service
General Maint Supervisor II
1
Nathaniel Thayer 105740
Parks Grounds Manager
- Kerri Thompson 102464

LAKES DAILY SERVICE
- General Maintenance Supv II
  - Anthony Moore 102504

  - Parks Grounds Crew Ldr
    - Mark Henneke 102688
  - Parks Grounds Specialist
    - Richard Ochoa 102707
  - Parks Grounds Specialist
    - Seankeish Banks 116270
  - Parks Grounds Assistant
    - Irving Landrum 102710

  - Parks Grounds Crew Ldr
    - Samuel Roberts 102712

  - Parks Grounds Specialist
    - Benjamin Villalpando 115151

NORTH DAILY SERVICE
- General Maintenance Supv II
  - Nathaniel Thayer 105740

  - Parks Grounds Crew Ldr
    - Cesar Cavazos 102706
  - Parks Grounds Crew Ldr
    - Anthony McElroy 102729

  - Parks Grounds Specialist
    - Vernancio Garcia 112961

  - Parks Grounds Specialist
    - Scott Velo 117109

  - Parks Grounds Specialist
    - John Arzola 117108

  - Parks Grounds Assistant
    - Alfredo Gonzalez 102544

  - Parks Grounds Assistant
    - Michael James 102551

  - Parks Grounds Assistant
    - Freddie Loehr 102465

  - Parks Grounds Assistant
    - Dolores Reyes-Butanda 113275

  - Parks Grounds Assistant
    - Ruben Angeles 102724

  - Parks Grounds Assistant
    - Andre McKinney 114725

  - Parks Grounds Assistant
    - Sarah Cortez-Criado 114728

  - Parks Grounds Assistant
    - Martin Vallejo 108415
Recreation Program Manager
1
David Crabb
102908

SOUTH AUSTIN SENIOR ACTIVITY CENTER
Rec Program Supv
1
Kelly Maltsberger 107251

Rec Program Coordinator
1
Maria Reyes 113780

Rec Programs Specialist
1
Justin Perez 107253

Rec Programs Specialist
1
Lynnette Lara 111393

Building & Grounds Asst
1
Joe Asevedo 107254

Administrative Associate
1
Daniel Mendoza 102675

LAMAR SENIOR ACTIVITY CENTER
Rec Program Supv
1
Jerilyn Rainosek 106182

Rec Programs Specialist
1
K Carroll-Flores 102660

Rec Programs Specialist
.5
Leticia Alvarez 113233

Administrative Assistant
.5
Maria Hernandez 105113

Building & Grounds Asst
1
Andrew Maldonado 102907

CONLEY-GUERRERO SENIOR ACTIVITY CENTER
Rec Program Supv
1
West Baxter 110008

Rec Programs Specialist
1
Dina Cantu 105003

Rec Programs Specialist
.5
Carolyn Vaterlaus 102661

Building & Grounds Asst
1
Arthur Ramirez 102684

Administrative Associate
.75
Teresa Hudson 113260

Parks Grounds Assistant
.5
Estela Osorio 102588

Administrative Associate
.75
Andrew Maldonado 102907

CONLEY-GUERRERO SENIOR ACTIVITY CENTER
Rec Program Supv
1
West Baxter 110008

Rec Programs Specialist
1
Dina Cantu 105003

Rec Programs Specialist
.5
Carolyn Vaterlaus 102661

Building & Grounds Asst
1
Arthur Ramirez 102684

Administrative Associate
.75
Teresa Hudson 113260

Parks Grounds Assistant
.5
Estela Osorio 102588

Administrative Associate
.75
Andrew Maldonado 102907

Vehicle Supervisor
1
Miguel Alvarez 107252

Shuttle Driver
1
Cynthia Gonzales 113318

Shuttle Driver
1
John Herrera 102674

Shuttle Driver
1
Lorine Jones 117114

Shuttle Driver
.75
Vacant 102656
Division Manager
1
Tiffany Cabin 113248

Administrative Specialist
1
Vacant 107398

ADAPTIVE, YOUTH/TEEN PROGRAMS
Rec. Program Mgr.
1
Davin Bjornaas 106277
(See Chart O.1)

ATHLETIC PROGRAMS
Rec. Program Mgr.
1
Jim Kotick 102557
(See Chart O.2)
ENVIROMENTAL CENTERS
Culture Arts Ed Manager
Jessica Gilzow 102604

NATURE & SCIENCE CTR
Culture Arts Ed Supv
LaJuan Tucker 102593

SCHOOL PROGRAMS
Culture Arts Ed Coord
Emily Cuellar-Perlaky 102640

PUBLIC PROGRAMS
Culture Arts Ed Coord
Jane Sievert 105608

Culture & Arts Specialist
Kelsey Spearing 106362

Culture & Arts Instructor
Vacant 111405

Culture & Arts Instructor
Elizabeth Funk 111404

PRE-SCHOOL PROGRAMS
Culture Arts Ed Coordinator
Kelly Campbell 102641

Culture & Arts Specialist
Megan Oberdoester 113787

Culture & Arts Instructor
Kathryn Bell 113784

Culture & Arts Instructor
Connor Carroll 115630

Culture & Arts Instructor
Bridget Bradshaw 113785

SHEFFIELD
Exhibit Coordinator
Michael Adair 111008

Exhibit Specialist
Joshua Ransom 102645

OPERATIONS
Culture Arts Ed Supv
Kathy Maddox 102642

WILDLIFE EXHIBITS
Exhibit Coordinator
Alison Cook 102643

Exhibit Specialist
Haley Rayo 102648

Exhibit Specialist
Ming Cong 113252

NATURE & SCIENCE CTR
PROGRAMS
Culture Arts Ed Supv
LaJuan Tucker 102593

WILDLIFE EXHIBITS
Exhibit Specialist
Ming Cong 113252

Exhibit Specialist
Haley Rayo 102648

Exhibit Specialist
Ming Cong 113252

Landscape Technician
Jack French 113409

Buildings & Grounds Lead
Gary St. Clair 113783

Building & Grounds Asst
Masoud Emaratsaz 105736

CAMACHO
TEEN/OUTDOOR PROG
Rec Program Supv
Ryan Eaker 102571

Rec Program Coordinator
Athan Bernal 110010

Rec Programs Specialist
Theron Sweet 111097

Rec Program Instructor
Natalia Gonzalez 113376

PRE-SCHOOL PROGRAMS
Culture Arts Ed Coordinator
Kelly Campbell 102641

Culture & Arts Specialist
Megan Oberdoester 113787

Culture & Arts Instructor
Kathryn Bell 113784

Culture & Arts Instructor
Connor Carroll 115630

Culture & Arts Instructor
Bridget Bradshaw 113785

SHEFFIELD
Exhibit Coordinator
Michael Adair 111008

Exhibit Specialist
Joshua Ransom 102645

OPERATIONS
Culture Arts Ed Supv
Kathy Maddox 102642

WILDLIFE EXHIBITS
Exhibit Coordinator
Alison Cook 102643

Exhibit Specialist
Haley Rayo 102648

Exhibit Specialist
Ming Cong 113252

Landscape Technician
Jack French 113409

Buildings & Grounds Lead
Gary St. Clair 113783

Building & Grounds Asst
Masoud Emaratsaz 105736

CAMACHO
TEEN/OUTDOOR PROG
Rec Program Supv
Ryan Eaker 102571

Rec Program Coordinator
Athan Bernal 110010

Rec Programs Specialist
Theron Sweet 111097

Rec Program Instructor
Natalia Gonzalez 113376
Chief Administrative Officer
Suzanne Piper

CommMunications & Engagement
John Nixon 106324
(See Chart S)

Human Resources
Stuart Martinez 102497
(See Chart T)

Financial Services
Vanorda Richardson 113818
(See Chart U)

Information Systems Management
Nirmal Vincent 102517
(See Chart V)

Administrative Specialist
John Flores 113190

Records Analyst
Nan Dowling 107399